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PRESS RELEASE 

Another Step Forward in the Partnership of KKCG and Foxconn 

Prague, 22 February 2017 – KKCG and Foxconn have received the EU's anti-trust 

authorities’ approval for the creation of their second joint venture, the ETIP 

investment fund (European Technology Investment Platform), which the two 

partners intend to establish with a view to investing into and developing 

technology companies in Europe. 

"The successful launch of the jointly owned SafeDX data center and the excellent 

results achieved by KKCG and Foxconn through cooperation on technology- and 

business-related issues have motivated us to further develop our partnership. Another 

step in our collaboration will be establishing a joint fund focused on investing into IT, 

through which we aim to accelerate investments into the fast-growing information 

technology segment and such rapidly developing trends as IoT and smart technologies. 

KKCG possesses the investment know-how and is well familiar with the Czech and 

Europe-wide IT market. We trust that combining our experience with our partner's size, 

research and development abilities, and production capacity in Europe and Asia will 

bring interesting results," explained Head of ICT Martin Chládek who is responsible for 

the management of the project on KKCG's behalf. 

ETIP plans to invest funds into established companies that offer innovative technologies 

and are in the middle stages of their business lifecycle. Focus will concentrate on 

medium-sized companies with a high-growth potential. Initially, the fund will seek 

opportunities in Austria, the Czech Republic, Germany, Poland, and Slovakia. ETIP will 

purchase a majority stake in companies specializing in smart technologies, data 

centers, cybersecurity, the Internet of Things, and customer-service platforms. The 

fund's investments will provide firms with optimal conditions for further growth. 

Foxconn 

The global leader in the IT service solution’s services. The company is Foxconn’s 

regional basis for Europe, the Middle East and Africa and has been operating in the 

Czech Republic since 18th May 2000. Foxconn is the second most important exporter in 

the Czech Republic. It invests in modern technologies connected with the concept of 

Industry 4.0. The company was awarded as the best employer in the region in 2015 
and 2016. For more information, go on www.foxconn.cz 

KKCG 

The KKCG Investment Group holds assets worth over two billion euros and employs 

more than 2,500 workers. The group's long-term investment strategies focus on crude 

oil and natural gas production, lotteries, tourism, and new technologies. KKCG holds 

shares in more than 25 Czech and foreign corporations, including MND Group, SAZKA 

Group, VÍTKOVICE, FISCHER Group, Conectart, DataSpring, SafeDX, Springtide 

Ventures, and others. KKCG operates in 10 countries worldwide. 
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Dana Dvořáková  

Corporate Communication Director, KKCG, a.s. 

Vinohradská 230, Prague 10 

Tel.: 602 372 834 

 

Dagmar Krausová 

Communication Manager, Foxconn CZ 

Tel.: +420 737 235 097 

E-mail: dkrausova@emea.foxconn.com 
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